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BEAN STOOL 76CM

This unit is the distressed classic stool

Its clean lines & slim, airy profile are beautifully
rendered in A grade steel, which is finished by hand
to showcase hand-welded seams.

These units come in two distressed finishes,
gunmetal/walnut or classic/walnut (stained plywood
seat plate).

Material: Powder coated steel. Vanished ash timber
seat
Finish: Frosted matte
Suitability: Internal
Weight: 4.8kg
Stackable: Yes
Warranty: 1 year

Dimensions

                 

77.5cm   42cm   42cm

 

Colours and Finishes
Matt black
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Product Description

A great way of configuring your floor space to get more bottoms onto seats without cramming people in too closely is to
utilise counters running along the perimeter edge of your floor space and to slot dry bar tables into tight corners.
Matched with tall stools, it’s the perfect way of adding visual interest and maximising your floor space.

Considered practicalities

Our tall Bean stool is an ideal choice if you’re looking for a stool which not only looks good but is extremely practical too.
Made from steel with a powder coated finish in frosted black, it’s very strong but also light enough to be moved around
easily. What’s more, it’s designed to stack so takes up less room for storage. With no frills or unnecessary parts, they’re
designed to be as functional as possible and being commercial grade can withstand frequent daily use. Every part of this
stool has been designed with practicality in mind. The built in footrest supports the user’s legs, but also adds additional
stability to the stool while rubber stops to the feet prevent the stool from slipping and also from marking the floor. The
fact there’s no back, also means the user can sit facing any side of the room to interact with people around them.

Featured at YOMG Mordialloc
More info > 

https://www.hospitalityfurniture.net.au/project/yomg-mordialloc/
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